Atatürk Institute Thesis and Dissertation Preparation and Submission Timeline

Spring
- Compile thesis proposal, research plan, and bibliography
  1. Identify research area and academic advisor
  3. Approval to proceed
  end of Spring term

Summer
- Library, archival, and field research
  4. In-house editing
  5. Discuss progress with academic advisor
  beginning of Autumn term

Autumn
- Initial drafts
  7. Review formatting requirements and usage manual
  beginning of Spring term

Spring
- Final draft
  8. Polishing
  cf. deadline for on-schedule MAs
  9. Submit for editing
  10. In-house editing
  11. Editing revisions
  minimum one week before jury
  12. Submit to advisor and committee
  13. Jury or defense
  14. Final academic approval
  15. Final revisions to content
  16. Final format approval
  17. Formatting and assembly
  18. Final format approval
  19. Printing and binding
  cf. deadline for Spring graduation
  20. Final submission